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Block Size Tuning

qSelect the best block size for your application.
qFind the best stream number for the overall performance.
qSchedule kernels more efficiently, less contention.

qMore computing units and higher memory bandwidth.
qMemory hierarchy is specialized for various optimizations.
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qModern GPUs have become a mainstream accelerator
to speed up scientific computing, large-scale machine
learning algorithms and big data analysis.

qGPUs support concurrent kernel execution to achieve
a high device utilization.

qMaximizing the overall performance using concurrent
kernels involves significant programming effort.

qModel-based analysis can accelerate design space
exploration.

qOur proposed model can help tune GPU kernels and
predict concurrent kernel performance accurately.

qRun GPU kernels to obtain performance 
profiles and capture configuration information

qSASS instruction cycles are benchmarked

q Categorize GPU kernels

q Apply t-SNE to select top3 nearest kernels
q Recommend the best block size from the majority
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Conclusion
q Scaling the workload size can affect the accuracy of 

the block size prediction.
q Kernel configuration and resource requirements 

result in contention.
q Resource contention factors have strong impact on 

the prediction accuracy.
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q Predict performance on heterogeneous 
architecture environments. 

q Optimize workload scheduling based on 
the proposed performance model.
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